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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

To the Class of '93:

It has been one of my greatest pleasures as President of this College to offer some parting thoughts to each graduating class as its members leave the ranks of the BCC Students to become BCC Alumni. Beginning with the Class of '78, I have looked out upon the faces of the thousands of graduates who have marched in the fifteen Commencement Exercises over which I have presided. Each year, I have shared the mixed emotions of pride and sadness that come with saying goodbye to those who are going forth to face new challenges. I have looked forward with the graduates to their new careers or new campuses, and reflected with them upon the experiences we have shared and friendships we have enjoyed at BCC. And now, that time has come to say goodbye to the Class of '93.

We have witnessed phenomenal changes during this past year — in the shape of the world we live in, in the leadership of our federal government, in our daily lives. We can look upon these changes as problems or as promises, as obstacles or as opportunities. We have the choice of retreating from the difficult challenges or confronting them head-on. You, the Class of '93, leave this campus armed with the skills you will need to compete successfully in your chosen careers, with the preparation you will require in pursuit of advanced degrees, and with the best wishes of the faculty and staff of your Alma Mater. You must choose to take your places among those who are committed to making a difference; to do otherwise would violate the nearly 35-year heritage of this college and its tradition of giving back to our communities.

My experiences over these past 16 years as President of this College have been tremendously rewarding, and I am glad to have shared this, my last, with the Class of '93!

Congratulations to you all!
graduation is the beginning of yet better things to come my sincerest congratulations and best wishes.

Dean Evelyn Kish

MESSAGE FROM DR. P. CANCIENNE, Dean of Administration

No one knows more than you, distinguished graduate of the class of 1993, the struggles endured in pursuit of your degree. Whether you are continuing in higher education, or using the knowledge and skills you have acquired in a rewarding career, I hope fond memories abound: of friendships you have formed with your fellow students, of the challenges undertaken because of inspiring instructors and tranquility imparted from the natural beauty of the "Heights." It has truly been a privilege for the Dean of Administration and his staff to have served you.

Dear Graduate

Congratulations on reaching another milestone on your journey of educational growth and development. Your intellect, determination and persistence have all been rewarded and your dream of receiving a college degree has become a reality at BCC. I urge you to continue this commitment and to work diligently, not only for your own achievement but for the good of society. As you embark upon the next step of this journey, I extend my sincere best wishes for your continued success.

Frank Wong
Dear class of 1993:

Congratulations on your accomplishment! Sometimes a question is raised as to whether an Associate degree means anything, particularly given the educational demands of our day. Have no doubt that it does; it means an awful lot. Let me share with you what I think may be the most important thing it means.

An Associate’s degree represents your ability to undertake and to complete successfully a significant segment of one of the major tasks that we face in life: to acquire an education. You can and should take great pride in such ability, and be assured that such ability is highly valued by those in academia and in the marketplace; to them, as to others, an Associate’s degree is an affirmation of your readiness for opportunities.

We believe that you are indeed ready, and as your degree opens up opportunities for you — whether to continue your education, compete for a job, or gain a promotion — I urge you to remember what your degree represents about your ability to undertake a task. Hold that image in your mind, much as you would hold a mirror before your face, and let it serve as a constant reminder of what you can — and will! — do. Such a sense of self is the stuff from which comes never-ending, if not always smooth sailing, success.

May God bless and keep you.

Sincerely,

Dr. Joe L. Rempson
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Congratulation Senior Class of ’93.

As a fellow graduate, I would like to thank God we are graduating. After today our lives will change in various ways. Some of us will continue our education by entering a senior college, others will go directly into the work force. We may decide to tackle both, but whatever we do I know that B.C.C. will always stay in our hearts because this institution has given us the opportunity to accomplish our goals.

May God bless all of you.

Magdaha Ventura,
SGA Treasurer

Congratulations Fellow Graduates

As Inter-Organization Council President, I would like to wish the Class of 1993 the best luck in the future of success. May your goals be fulfilled and let nothing get in your way. I leave you with this message. For us to live in unity we must build unity. Therefore, I say to you there is no white race or black race, there is only the human race and our cultures.

Congratulations
Class of 1993

Jose Colon
President of I.O.C.
This is a great achievement as you reflect upon the many exciting and challenging vocations that the Bronx Community College offered you during your stay. I hope your memories are everlasting and bring you continuous joy.

The social gatherings often stand out during these times. We reflects fondly upon the friends we've made and the lasting relationships which ensue. So I would like to acknowledge your many accomplishments and hope that B.C.C. was a gateway that leads you down a path of future success and accomplishments. May life always shine a guiding light in front of you and may B.C.C. always be a beacon which guides the way back home.

Brad Goodwin
Executive Officer Legal/Legislative Affairs
Vice Chairperson B.C.C. N.C.

As President of the Bronx Community College Student Government Association for the Fall '92-Spring '93 period, I had the satisfaction of devoting all my energy and effort, with sincerity and dedication to the student body, the faculty and the administration of this institution of higher education that has earned my respect and admiration of which I am proud to be a part.

In paying homage, I not only recognize students' achievements in their respective areas of work, but I also emphasize the significance of putting together unselfishly all their talents and abilities for the benefit of those who need us and in particular for the creation of a better world for future generations.

We all have a dream. A dream of planting and harvesting. When we make the commitment to study, we think of how we can help our country, our community and especially, our family without selfishness. We do this with all our heart and love.

We also encounter many obstacles that cast a shadow on our dreams. Let us not be weak. Let us face these threats with non-abating and unwavering tenacity. Bonded together by our common dreams, we shall conquer all fears, overrun all barriers, and build a better society for all. Most of all, build a better society for our children who are the future of our society and country.

I wish the very best for the class of '93 and future graduates.

Guillermo "Ali" Pena
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I.O.C. CLUB LISTING

African Caribbean Students Association
Christian Fellowship
Ass and Dart
Black Students Union
Campus Advance
Education Association Society
Communicator
German as a Second Language
Theta Kappa
Science Workshop
Hispanic Club
Hockey Club
Pepsi for Humanity
National Indian
Psychology
Financial Aid
E.E.
Mathematics and Computer Science
Law Horizons
Ph.D. 
Herald Society
Peace Corps
Photography
Porto Rican Student Association
Philosophy
Presidential
Student Parent
Kwon Do
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Mens Symposium
Human Services
CAMPUS ADVANCE
Pres.: Ime Etuk
V. Pres.: Althia Lynch
Sec.: Maria Maleo
Treas.: Lillian McGraw
IOC Rep.: Samson Slobert
Fac. Adv.: Joe Rempson
Pres.: Rafael Morel
V. Pres.: Sandra Perez
Sec.: Yvette Maldonado
Treas.: Katina Takis
IOC Rep.: Stephanie Voce
Fac. Adv.: Gloria Sancho
Pres.: Cleave Nodges
V. Pres.: Steven Trinidad
Sec.: Keith William
Treas.: Otis Salley
Fac. Adv.: Paulette Gary
A light approached me on a misty day.
The light then turned and asked, whether I can stay.
The roads I chose the twisted turns.
The pain I caused, yet with no concern.
A cold dream I had, without reality.
Unfaced with the truth, I did not see.
The light then opened my eyes and led me with her heart.
Never letting go, never to stay apart.
Now that I know, I began a new start.
Entering the light was destined within my heart.
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION SOCIETY
Tests Show Fungus In Air Of Chem Department Offices

Aspergillus Niger, an opportunistic fungus found in the air of the Chemistry Department's offices on the eighth floor of Tech Two, is apparently contributing to the air quality problems that have been plaguing the building.

Biologists define an "opportunistic virus" as one that can have ill effects on individuals. Aspergillus Niger can cause dizziness and respiratory tract distress in individuals who are susceptible.

In response to complaints about air flow and air quality in the building, the college has conducted a series of tests to determine the extent and seriousness of the problem. Edward Olmstead, a certified industrial hygienist associated with NYCOSH — the New York

the air. Further, the tests showed acceptable population density and outside air supply in the offices.

Prof. Pulver reiterated that only Chemistry Department offices on the eighth floor were tested — specifically, rooms 806, 812 and 813 — not the laboratories. Students and faculty members who use the labs, he said, have not reported any adverse symptoms. Nevertheless, Prof. Pulver conceded that it is possible that the fungus exists in the air of the laboratories.

"Students and teachers don't spend extended periods of time in the labs," Prof. Pulver said. "It's the people who occupy the offices for many hours that have experienced difficulties."

Chemistry Department secretary, Irene Cagnani, who entered the lab last September, reported that a fungus has been found in the water dish in the lab.

"Tech Two is the only building on the campus which reports a problem with the fungus," said Cagnani, who recently began working at the lab. "It's really a problem we need to address."

"Chemists think it's a problem because of the nature of the laboratories, but I also think it's a safety issue and it's something that we should consider," said Prof. David Mullen, chair of the chemistry department.

"We're not sure what the problem is, but it's something we need to look into."

A new lab has been set up in the Chemistry Department, and Cagnani has been asked to monitor the lab and its effects on the environment.

The lab will be open to students and faculty members who use the labs, and it will be monitored for any adverse effects on their health.

SGA's efforts to gain student representation on this key committee began last year when Brad Goodwin, SGA's Executive Officer of Legal and Legislative Affairs, first made a motion to that effect in the College Senate. The Committee on Governance and Elections, a standing committee of the Senate, approved the motion.

"The Senate has been discussing this issue for a while now, and it's time that the students have a voice in the decision-making process," said Goodwin.

"I think it's important that the students have a say in the decision-making process, and I'm glad that we were able to get the motion approved."

The motion will be discussed at the next meeting of the Senate, and it is expected to be voted on shortly.

---

$5 Million Grant Targets Science Students

A CUNY spokesman said that the $5 million grant awarded to CUNY by the National Institutes of Health will support science curricula and will work with private colleges, members of the business community and national

Charles Molina, now a $90,000 a year CUNY vice president. CUNY claims the salaries are publicized by the New York City press, which was quick to report that that the number of minority students entering and graduating from college is declining. This is not a reflection of the salaries offered by CUNY, but rather a reflection of the educational and career opportunities available to minority students.

The grant, which is one of the largest in the nation, will provide funding for new science programs and will help to improve the quality of science education at CUNY and other CUNY campuses.

A portion of the grant will be used to support science programs at the City College of New York, which has a strong record of increasing minority participation in science.

The grant will also be used to support science programs at the State University of New York at Albany, which has a strong record of increasing minority participation in science.

The grant will be awarded over a five-year period, and it is expected to generate additional funding for science programs at CUNY and other CUNY campuses.

The grant is expected to have a major impact on the number of minority students entering and graduating from college in the future.

---

Community College

The college and the city of New York have renewed their partnership to provide opportunities for minority students to succeed in college. The partnership is expected to provide a major benefit to the city of New York, which has a strong record of increasing minority participation in science.
It has been suggested that physical education courses be eliminated throughout CUNY to save money. What do you think of the idea?
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Fac. Adv.: Nasser Abdelatif
NEW HORIZONS

President: Brenda Green
Vice President: Joseph Appiah
Treasurer: Ellery Liburo
Secretary: Monisola Balogun
IOC Rep.: Brenda Green
PARALEGAL SOCIETY

Pres.: Judith Suarez
V. Pres.: Velma Howell
Sec.: Jessica Versa
Treas.: Yesenia Fernandez
Fac.: Lucindo Suarez
PEACE CORPS

Pres.: Norma Malave
V. Pres.: Albania Perez
Sec.: Hefal Cuevas
Treas.: Terrence Podolsky
Fac.: Lou Alpert
PHOTOGRAPHY

Pres.: Jef Baez
V. Pres.: Eddie Torres
Sec.: Veronica Rodriguez
Treas.: Daviot Smith
Fac.: Frank Sharpe
President: Vanessa Rodriquez  
Treasurer: Maria Pabon  
Secretary: Alexa Paulino  
I.O.C. Rep.:
President: Sharon Richardson
Vice President: Nancy Mercado
Treasurer: Joanne Cruz
Secretary: Lucie T. Puello
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President: Gordon Moore
Vice President: Jimmy Deleon
Treasurer: Rafael Dejesus
Secretary: Kirkland Campbell
IOC Rep.: Ana Nunez
President: Stacey James
Vice President: Norma Pizarro
Treasurer: Maude A. Hibbert
Secretary: Jollene Conner
I.O.C. Rep.:
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RUTHI BASS
ANN IJELLE
DANIL WRIGHT
MARILYN BLATT
MS. AURORA CAPONEGRO
CASSANDRA HOOPER

MARCH 4-30

STUDENT RETROSPECTIVE
1980 - 1992
PHOTOGRAPHY

June 5 - September 15, 1992
Friends of Bronx Community College
Art Gallery
Bliss Hall

STUDENTS ART EXHIBITION

FRIENDS OF BRONX COMMUNITY ART GALLERY
Everyone works real hard to achieve their goals.

It's a big campus. The environment is wonderful.

When I first arrived, I didn't know English; that's why I'm graduating in a few months.

I've met a lot of interesting people.

The perfect place for great minds.

The professors are very helpful.

Sometimes I get bored.

The greatest place for higher education.
What I Like Most at BCC

like Bronx Community. It is the gateway to success.

I have enjoyed my experience here.

I will make good remarks when I graduate.

The best day of my life was the first day class.
TEEN OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
INTRAMURALS
INTRAMURALS
JOAN BUCHANAN
PRE-PHARMACY

ANNA BURGOS
EDUCATION

AURITELA BURGOS
SEC. STUDIES

DORA CABRERA

MARCIA CAMPOS
EDUCATION

ANGELA CANDELARIO

EILEEN CANELA
ACCOUNTING

VIRACHEATH CHAN

VANESSA CHRISTIAN

YVONNE CHUNG

AWILDA CINTRON
EDUCATION

JUDITH CITARELLA
BUSINESS

DENZIL CLARKE
ELECTRICAL TECH

KAREEM CLAY
LIBERAL ARTS

FLAVIA COLON
NUCLEAR MED. TECH

GREGORY COLON
ELECTRICAL TECH
YEMI B. OLOWOKERE  
LIBERAL ARTS

THERESA OPPENHEIMER  
EDUCATION

DEBORAH ORGAN  
EARLY CHILD ED.

HELENE OTERO  
EDUCATION

JUDITH OTERO  
SECRETARIAL STD.

REGINALD PARKER  
LIBERAL ARTS

ANDREA PEARSON  
MED. SEC. ASST.

MICHAEL PEARSON  
LIBERAL ARTS

NARCISO PENA  
ACCOUNTING

NORMAN PENNANT  
ELEC. TECH.

JACQUELINE PEREZ  
NURSING

JUANA PONS  
ACCOUNTING

ANGELA PUSEY  
LIBERAL ARTS

ELENA KHEMATI  
RAMSUCHIT  
EDUCATION

ANDRE REYES

EVELYN REYES
CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 1993
CHARLES BROOKS
PARALEGAL

OFETIA CAICEDO
ACCOUNTING

JOSEPH CODRINGTON
PARALEGAL

GRACE DADA
NURSING

MOLLY DANIELS
SECRETARIAL STUD.

JOYCE DAVIS
NURSING

ERNESTINE DIOP

SAMUEL EJEKPOKPO
NURSING

BERENICE GARCIA
ACCOUNTING

LISA BROWN FEQUIERE
NURSING

AVRIL BUNCONE
EDUCATION

MARLENE CRAWFORD
LIBERAL ARTS

CHARLENE CRICHLOW

PAULINE DAVID
DATA PROCESSING

DANIA DAVIS
SECRETARIAL/W.P.

ESTHER BURKE
PRE-PHARMACY

ERNESTINE DIOP

JOYCE DAVIS
NURSING

JOSEPH CODRINGTON
PARALEGAL

MARLENE CRAWFORD
LIBERAL ARTS

SAMUEL EJEKPOKPO
NURSING

BERENICE GARCIA
ACCOUNTING
ARSIDA GOMEZ
DATA PROCESSING

MARThA GOMEZ
NURSING

BRAD GOODWIN
PARALEGAL

VIDALIA HERNANDEZ
HEALTH SERVICES

LOUIS HICIANO

HAROLD HOWARD
PARALEGAL

RONALD HUNTER
LIBERAL ARTS

JOSE JIMENEZ
DATA PROCESSING

ROBERT JONES
PARALEGAL

ANTONIA JORGE
DATE PROCESSING

MERCEDES KENNEDY
NURSING

JEANNETTE LARA
ACCOUNTING

ANGEl LEBERT

SIOMARA LENDOF
PSYCHOLOGY

ECRON LEWIS

WANDALYN LILLY
NURSING
ANGELA LOPEZ
HUMAN SERVICES

CURTIS MALLETT

RAJENDRA G. MANGAL
ACCOUNTING

BARRINGTON MARTIN
PARALEGAL

CHELSEA MARTIN
NURSING

DONALD MARTIN
NURSING

CLAUDETTE MCNEIL
DATA PROCESSING

HARRIET MEEKINS
COMMUNITY HEALTH

NOHEMY MEJIA
NUCLEAR MEDICINE

ANGIENETTE MINTON
ART ADVERTISING

SHERINH MOHHMED
NURSING

PETER MUI
PARALEGAL

DAVID NARH
NURSING

MICHAEL NICHOLS
PARALEGAL

ANA PENA
DATA PROCESSING

SANDRA PEREZ
EDUCATION
After sixteen years of dedication to excellence and progress, President Roscoe Brown is retiring. He leaves behind a legacy of model programs and a history of success. Over the years, BCC has been recognized in the top ten percent among community colleges in the nation by the U.S. Department of Education, the Ford Foundation, and by the American Association of Junior Community Colleges.

New health and technical programs such as Data Processing, Human Services, Nuclear Medicine, Paralegal, Ornamental Horticulture, and Radiologic Technology have been introduced. To help students in their studies of these new and already existing courses, an Audio Visual Learning Center created. Indeed BCC is a trendsetter in the educational community.

President Brown has guided a fifty million dollar reconstruction of the entire campus. The Hall of Fame has been restored to its original form, and places such as the 8th floor of Colston Hall and New Hall have been redone.
"Just smile the F.B.I. is watching"

"Smiling hurts, so hurry up"

"All right you caught me"

"Will you marry me?"

"Oh my goodness what breath?"

"Do you really have to take this picture?"

"Are my grades that bad?"

"You go girl"
"Everybody follow me I've got the goods"

"I got a man"

"What's the 411?"

"No pictures please!"

"Can I help you?"

"Just hangin' with the fellas!"

"Did you beep me?"
What is aerobic dance at Bronx Community College and how do men feel about taking it? Aerobic dance can be described as the art and science of body movement exercise performed to music, with the goal of developing physical fitness, particularly cardiopulmonary endurance. The program at BCC also aims to improve muscular strength, flexibility and coordination.

Every week all kinds of music, locomotor movements, dance steps and cheers emanate from the Dance Studio in the Alumni Gymnasium Building, where the aerobics course is taught be it day, evening or weekend. Many of the students are women but more and more men are discovering the benefits and excitement of aerobics. Male students share their experiences: Charles Smith points out that "Aerobics is a total body exercise with gains in physique and health. As a man, I feel I'm breaking barriers because men can do aerobics too. It's not just a women's activity." Brian Rodgers adds, "I believe that cardiovascular exercise, like aerobics, is the best form of exercise. It also clears my mind and helps me focus on what's important to me." "It's a challenge," asserts Gilberto Bermuda.

Earle Cornell took both aerobic dance and water aerobics concurrently. He compares the two and thinks that "water aerobics is challenging because it requires pushing the limbs and body through the water, but it's relaxing, also because of the presence of the water. Most people think of the pool as a place for swimming only. I was surprised that the pool could be used for exercising too!" "For me," agrees Ishree Ramanan, "water aerobics is a way of relieving stress and tension. I feel relaxed when I leave." "When my counselor suggested that I take water aerobics," says Roger Kelly, "I thought it would not provide enough activity to be categorized as exercise. I was wrong. It offers a wide variety of safe and effective exercises which will improve your conditioning. It gives you a workout without the jars, scrapes and groans."

Dr. Joyce Bloom, Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Department of Health and Physical Education, feels that the aerobics courses are among the most enjoyable. "Aerobics is so much fun to teach. It's a course in which the joy of life is right there on the surface, bubbling over. We work a lot — and laugh a lot during the workouts. I love it!"
It was so good to meet you.
You only shared a few days with me.
Yet it seems like forever.
Now that it's gone.
It feels like I've known you
From some forgotten yesterday;
And I'll take you with me
As I travel on.
Thanks for your smile,
And for the tears that I softly shed.
Thank you for sharing
A piece of your sky.
Sometimes it's not easy
To say the things I really feel
Like seagulls in summer
Just learning to fly.
I'm across the ocean now
On the other side of the world.
But maybe just beyond tomorrow.
(In a year or two), I'll be back.
We'll share a little laughter
And find another rainbow in our smiles and tears.
And like I said;
I'll take you with me, as I travel on.

Nneoma
LONELY FEELINGS

Couples
Happy couples
Clinging close
hugging tight
dancing fast
being one
laughing loud
singing high
giggling shrill
showing off
Loving well
living hard
and making
my heart
break
and snap
and die
as I watch them'
From this spot
where
I still
stand alone

Elva Owang
I have learned not to worry
about love,
but to honor its coming with
all my heart.
To examine the dark mysteries
of the blood
with headlines need and swirl,
to know the rush of feelings
swift and flowing
as water.
The source appears to be some
inexhaustible spring,
within our twin and triple selves;
The new face I turn up to you
No one else on earth has ever seen.

Marcia Garcia R.
I stand alone in the rain
Its cold
Its dark
The clouds are forming
The beauty
the light
the rainbow where all the dreams are
I stand alone in the rain
as it streams down my face
It kisses my lips and roams where it may

The child in me has no fear
the woman I've become remembers the past
the wonder of the ships I sailed
down sewer drains
the muddy water I splashed on friends
The feeling of happiness while I was drenched
knowing I'd receive a mother's care

The woman I am
I stand alone in the rain
and I taste my tears

Cecile V. Jefferson
In an interview with Professor Sokowsky, he started that Einstein was a humanist, a kindly person who wanted the best for civilization and most people liked him. The Einstein tree was planted on May 23, 1921, and according to Professor Sokowsky was recklessly cut down. In 1975 a major limb was cut down. In 1979 on the 100th anniversary of Albert Einstein’s birthday the tree was rededicated with a small plaque placed at the base of the tree. In 1989 after a severe storm many branches were cut. In April 1992, a limb was cut because it was considered a hazard because it leaned over the road, three days later the trunk was cut down and dumped. By hiring a private tree man pieces were salvaged through sanding and about a dozen coats of polyurethane. Professor Sokowsky stated, "I'm not one for idolatry, I don't think we have to save everything that everyone's ever done. Medieval times went to that extreme, I don't wish to be like that with the tree. But to think creative thoughts and this is just a symbol of important great thinking. Although a major portion will be placed in the president's office for viewing and seedling have spanned a second generation Norway Maple. The original tree planted still holds the greatest inspiration."
BEST OF FRIENDS
When Malcolm X coined the phrase "By Any Means Necessary" he meant it in the context of establishing your own beliefs and values without sacrifice of dignity, integrity, and self respect. Malicious belittling or acts of violence for reasons of prejudice or bigotry should be avoided until absolutely necessary.
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MANCEBO, I
MALACHI, DEANNA
MALLER, CURTIS
MANGRU, CHARAN
MANGRO, DEBORAH
MARIN, CLEOTILDE
MARRERO, NIXIDA
MARTINEZ, REBECCA
MARTINO, MAXIMO
MARTINEZ, MARTHA
MAYHAMS, CLEO
MCNEIL, MCCAMBRE
MCNABB, MARY
MCNABB, CLAUDIET
MACHIAS, MEAS
MECKING, HARRETT
MEJIA, ADALGISA
MEJIA, NOHEMY
MIZE, KATHY
MINTON, ANGELA
MORGAN, CLARENT
MUI, PETER
MURPHY, PATRICIA
NARAIN, SUREN
NARCISSE, ELIZABETH
NARH, DAVID
NASH, KITT
NGUYEN, AN
NICHOLS, MARJORIE
NIDORES, MICHAEL
NUNO, MICHAEL
OCAISO, DENE
OGUNOLA, BEATRICE
OHORE, EJJO JULIET
OJULBELE, OLAYINKA
OKOLO, BERNADETTE
OLOWOKERE, YEMI B.
OPPENHEIMER, THERESA
ORGAN, DEBORAH
OTERO, HELENE
OTERO, JUDITH
PARKER, REGINALD
PEARSON, ANDREA
PEARSON, MICHAEL
PENA, ANA
PENA, NARCISO
PENNANT, NORMA
PEREZ, JACQUELINE
PEREZ, SANDRA
PETERSON, CAROLYN
PETerson, JonathA
PIAGNA, JOSEPHINE VELEZ
POLLARD, KIM
PONS, JUANA
PRIDGEN, JOHN
PUELLO, LUCITANIA
PUSEY, ANGELA
RAIMUNDI, RAYMOND
RAMOS, SOVIE
RAMSUChIT, JELENA KHENATI
REYES, ANDRE
REYES, EVELYN
RIO, CARLOS
RIVERA, AWILDA
RIVERA, CARMAN
RIVERA, EDWARD
RIVERA, INDIANA
RIVERA, JEANETTE
RIVERS, BRENDA
ROACH, MAUREEN
ROBINSON, ANDREA
ROBINSON, KISHA
ROCK, CAROL
RODRIGUEZ, BELKYS
RODRIGUEZ, CARMEN
RODRIGUEZ, EDWIN
RODRIGUEZ, LISA
RODRIGUEZ, LOURDES
RODRIGUEZ, VANESSA
ROJAS, IRAIDA
RODRALE, MADALENE
ROSADO, JOSE
ROYES, DERRICK
SAMUELS, BRADSHAW
SAMUELS, VINCENT
SANGSTERS, JUDY
SANTANA, ROSA
SANTOS, ESTEBAN
SANTOS, LYDIA
SCOTT, LORNA
SIMMONS, JOE
SIMS, CHAR-NAE
SINCLAIR, SHIRLEY
SINGH, DROPATIE
SMITH, EVERLEANER
SMITH, VERA
SMITH, PAT
SMITH, MARGO
SMITH, PEARL
SOLANO, NEVADA
SPRING, CRAIG
STEWARD, SHERENE
STEWARD, VELORIS
SUAREZ, JUDITH
SURREY, THEA
SUTTON, BRENDA
TAYLOR, JEANNETTE
TEMPLE, HILDRED
THOMAS, JALENE
THOMAS, MARY
THOMPSON, DIANE
TISDALE, DAVID
TORRES, DEBORAH